
 

No Fun Or Relaxing Allowed: 
Get back in your houses! Didn’t you 
hear? There’s a stay-at-home order!    

SOME FOOD FOR THOUGHT:  

These lockdown measures continue to contradict their intended “goal” of saving lives. Tell me, how does   

banning golf, during which small groups of people are outdoors, have a significant effect on slowing the 

spread of a virus? All the while, large stores like Walmart, which have crowded isles, remain open, and this   

is self-consistent with the message of “saving lives”? Clearly this is NOT about saving lives, especially when 

consider all of the other factors involved (e.g., safe and effective treatments not being made widely available, 

the politicians ignoring their own “rules”, and, that the lockdowns do NOT slow the spread of the virus).     

So, what purpose does continuing these measures serve? MANY. At least seven. Here are three such purposes: 

(1) the measures demoralize us, that is, they serve to break out spirits, to make us more likely to comply with 

whatever the politicians want us to do (such as get vaccinated), simply to end the lockdown punishments;               

(2) combined with the mainstream media propaganda campaign, the measures remind us that there is still a 

“pandemic” occurring, one which most of us would barely notice in our daily lives without these reminders, 

given the very low mortality rate of COVID-19; and, (3) to divide us, to keep our attention off of their crimes.  

How have your spirits been holding up during the lockdowns? Do you really believe that it will end soon?   

Don’t just take my word for it. I am probably an anonymous stranger to you. But please, do think about these  

important questions, please do some research on the topic, and, please don’t simply trust the mainstream     

media narratives. Many of us have been fooled by the powers that be, including myself. With an open mind, 

and a willingness to accept that you believed HUGE LIES, you will be surprised by what you will learn.      

All of the lockdowns and mask mandates could end TOMORROW, if those who have power wanted them to.         
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